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About This Content

This is the second installment of Walkerman. It requires the original game to run.

Act 2: Herdchaser-girl
Jorgen has survived his first contract, but now finds himself trapped between the circumstances of his family, religion, and

trade. Hounded by their demands—and another more sinister offer—the young walkerman soon finds assistance in the most
unlikely of allies...

Out Now

New Features in Act 2:

The second installment of the Walkerman series

Another perilous contract full of deadly surprises

Many new illustrations, sprites, and musical tracks

Mild adult content

A new sidesprite for the main character
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Some changes to how dialogue and emotes are handled

BE WARNED: Walkerman may feature themes and imagery of a violent, disturbing, or sexual nature, and is unsuitable for small
children.
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Now I will admit to having been very critical of the first act and how insufferable the main character is in it, but I did say I
would give chapter 2 another shot if he developed somewhat. I am extremely pleased to say that he has, and more importantly
the internal monologues have taken a back seat and interactions have a much more conversational feel. This chapter blows the
first one out of the water, now that all the heavy handed political diatribes are out of the way it feels like the story gets a real
chance to breathe and not a minute is wasted.

This chapter IMO makes the first one worth slogging through. Siedh is bae. Also this guy is gonna be completely
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up by the last chapter.
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